
 STAFF REPORT

April 21, 2004

To: Audit Committee

From: Auditor General

Subject: Consulting Contract Review –
Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS Canada Inc.
          

Purpose:

To submit a report from LRTS Investigations Inc. regarding their review of consulting contract
with Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS Canada Inc.  This report was requested by City
Council.

Financial Implications and Impact Statement :

There are no financial implications resulting from the adoption of this report.

Recommendations :

It is recommended that this report be received for information.

Background:

In our June 19, 2001 report entitled, “Selection and Hiring of Professional and Consulting
Services Review”, we made numerous observations and recommendations on the processes and
procedures employed by the City in engaging consulting services.  During discussion of this
report, City Council passed several motions requesting a forensic audit of various aspects of the
contracts with specific consultants.  These consultants were Network Architecture Group Inc.
and EDS Canada Inc. and its affiliated companies.  As the Auditor General did not have
sufficient staff available, a request for proposal was issued, and the firm of LRTS Investigations
Inc. (LRTS) was engaged to perform this review.

LRTS’s work on this review began in earnest in January 2003 and a final report was submitted to
the Auditor General in April 2004.
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Comments:

LRTS’s report dated November 10, 2003, attached as Appendix 1, provides detailed information
relating to the contracts between the City and both Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS
Canada Inc. and its affiliated companies.

A review of the report resulting from the investigation by LRTS shows numerous deficiencies in
the way the City managed contracts with outside consultants but found no evidence to indicate
any impropriety in the awarding of contracts.  The deficiencies noted in LRTS’s report mirror the
weaknesses previously addressed in our June 19, 2001 report entitled, “Selection and Hiring of
Professional and Consulting Services Review”.  That report was the subject of much discussion
and subsequent action by City management staff to improve controls over consultants.  Appendix
2 to this report lists relevant recommendations related to consultants approved by Council.

Conclusions :

The Auditor General’s Office contracted with LRTS Investigations Inc. to perform a review of
the City’s contracts with Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS Canada Inc. and its
companies.  This report provides a brief summary of LRTS’s findings and includes their
complete report as an Appendix.

While LRTS does note certain deficiencies in the management of consulting contracts during the
period of the review, (1997 to 2001 inclusive), these deficiencies are already well documented
and are being addressed by management.  Of note is that LRTS, “found no evidence to indicate
any impropriety in the manner in which Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS Canada Inc.
received consulting contracts during 1997 to 2001 inclusive.”

LRTS has reviewed this report and agrees that the information contained herein is consistent
with their report dated November 10, 2003.  LRTS staff will be available to answer questions
related to their report.

Contact:

Jerry Shaubel, Director
Auditor General’s Office
Tel: (416) 392-8462, Fax: (416) 392-3754
E-mail:  jshaubel@toronto.ca
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Jeffrey Griffiths
Auditor General

cg
Attachments:

Appendix 1: City of Toronto Contract Review – Network Architecture Group Inc. and EDS
Appendix 2: Recommendations Relevant to Consultants Previously Approved by Council
C:\DATA\Audit\2004\Reports\Corporate Services\Other\Contract Review - LRTS  April 21 04 (as at Apr 29 04).doc
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Appendix 2

Recommendations Relevant to Consultants Previously Approved by Council

From the minutes of City Council’s meeting of December 4, 5, and 6, 2001.

“It is recommended that:

(1) the following Purchasing Policy for the Selection and Hiring of Professional and
Consulting Services contained in the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief
Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer be adopted, subject
to the inclusion of a justification analysis requirement with a corresponding dollar
threshold and detailed consequences arising from non-compliance as recommended by
the City Auditor:

(A) General:

The City should only utilize consultants and professional services when:

(i) City staff are fully occupied with other tasks and assignments and the
project requires urgent completion;

(ii) specific projects require certain technical capabilities, or unique and
specialized advice not available in-house;

(iii) the advice or services sought and the resulting expenditure, can be
justified as being necessary to satisfy program requirements;

(iv) independent expertise is required by legislation or  regulation;

(v) Council has directed the use of external assistance; and/or

(vi) priority capital projects require greater City resources than are available.

As with most public agencies, the City employs a number of full-time staff possessing
professional skills and expertise.  These in-house engineers, health technologists, policy
consultants and other professionals are responsible for activities including project
planning, assessment, design, construction and provision of support for the City’s
operations.  When professional and consulting services are utilized, the City must assign
the correct and sufficient in-house personnel to conduct proper interviewing and selection
and to administer the resulting contract(s).  In addition, it is essential that professionally
competent City staff be allocated to conduct and manage technical aspects of a program,
regardless of whether that is accomplished by employees or consultants.
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(B) Intent of the Policy:

The intent of this policy is to:

(i) Ensure that the City of Toronto awards professional and consulting
contracts to qualified individuals and firms based on:

(a) adherence to the need/requirement to use such services, as per (A)
above;

(ii) an open, fair and competitive process;

(iii) competence and expertise relative to the particular requirement;

(iv) ability to complete the task within the proposed time frame;

(v) experience and record of past performance with similar projects;

(vi) value for the funds expended;

(vii) allow Departments the flexibility to engage consultants for low dollar
value projects using the process described in Table 1 of this policy; and

(viii) ensure that qualified individuals and firms interested in providing
professional and consulting services have equal access to City of Toronto
consulting opportunities under normal circumstances, excepting
occasional sole-source procurement of consultants and professional
services in accordance with approved City policy as described in Table 2
of the policy (as set out in the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief
Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer
contained in Administration Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1)

(C) Application of the Policy:

This policy shall apply to the selection and hiring of all professional and
consulting services by City Departments, unless otherwise authorized by Council.

(D) Definitions and Using the Request for Quotation or Request for Proposal Method:

(i) Professional and Consulting Services Defined:

Professional and Consulting Services are defined as, but not limited to,
those provided in the following categories:

(a) technical and Professional Consultants, who typically undertake
activities for a defined assignment to assist managers in delivering
services requiring the application of mandatory or essential
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technical skills by accredited professional or quasi-professionals
(including architectural or engineering design, project supervision
services, accounting, actuarial, medical, appraisal, scientific,
community planning, banking/financial, surveying or
landscape/interior design in nature);

(b) management Consultants, who typically undertake planning,
organizing and directing activities to assist managers in analyzing
management problems and in recommending solutions for a
defined assignment (can be operational, administrative,
organizational or policy in nature);

(c) system Development Consultants, who typically undertake
activities on a defined assignment to assist managers in developing
and maintaining systems including information processing,
telecommunications and office automation (can be analytical,
project management, programming, testing or of an
implementation nature); and

(d) other consulting categories used at the City of Toronto include:

(1) Legal Consultants, determined in consultation with City
legal staff;

(2) research and Development Consultants, doing an
investigative study to provide the City with increased
knowledge or information; and

(3) creative Communications Consultants, inclusive of
advertising, promotional, public relations and graphic
design services.

“Consultant” is defined as any firm or individual providing time limited expertise,
advice, or professional services that are not readily available from City staff.  The
skills are not present because it is not economical for the City to hire staff for that
purpose, or the work is not able to be accommodated internally in a timely
fashion.  Consulting services result in contracts (or other forms of agreement) and
some are provided on a fee-for-service basis (many in Technical/Professional
Services).

Not all services used by the City constitute consulting services as defined above.
Specifically, the following types of services are not considered consulting
assignments/projects for the purposes of this policy.  They are used by the City to
actually provide services on its behalf:

(i) service provided under what is (legally) an employee-employer
relationship;
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(ii) contracted-out/outsourced services: garbage/waste collection, certain
repair work, snow clearing, for example;

(iii) purchase of service contracts: daycare, hostels, language translation,
certain testing/inspections, certain computer systems development, for
example;

(iv) managed services: golf courses, concessions, certain facilities, for
example;

(v) fees: sheriffs’ fees, honoraria, special examiners’ fees,
employment/placement fees, training course instruction, for example; and

(vi) tendered work for direct operational responsibilities of the City
(i.e., where what is to be done and how it is to be done are known,
specifications are detailed, and suppliers compete only on price).

The provisions, authority levels and procedures in place for the retention of these
non-consulting services and the practices on the procurement (and contracting) of
goods and services may be found in the Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 195,
Purchasing.  Information on delegated spending commitment authorities and other
relevant information may be found in Chapter 71, Financial Control, of the
Municipal Code. Please consult with the Purchasing and Materials Management
Division (PMMD) for any clarification.

(E) Consulting Assignments/Projects:

A consulting assignment, or project, has a defined scope of work with specific
objectives and deliverables.  Consulting assignments may be obtained by a
Request for Quotation (RFQ) or a Request for Proposal (RFP) using either the
pre-qualification process or non pre-qualification process, described in section 5.0
below.

(F) Request for Quotation (RFQ):

A Request for Quotation is a solicitation from the City to external suppliers
inviting them to submit an offer to the City so that it can purchase specified
consulting or professional services at a fixed price as to the total amount, or on a
unit cost basis, or both.

(i) Using the RFQ Process:

A Request for Quotation from qualified proponents is the appropriate
method to use when tasks and deliverables for a technical, professional or
managerial problem are highly specific.  As a result, there is a low
likelihood of much variation among the approaches to be submitted.  An
RFQ usually specifies a fixed cost or project upset limit and the most
competitive price is the major factor for evaluation.  Such calls will not
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result in a negotiated contract, but will result in either an executed formal
contract and/or a purchase order, as required.

(G) Request for Proposal (RFP):

A Request for Proposal is a solicitation from the City to external suppliers to
submit an offer to furnish goods or services, including professional or consulting
services, as a basis for negotiations for entering into a contract.

(i) Using the RFP Process:

A Request for Proposal from qualified proponents is the appropriate
method to use when there is a complex technical, professional or
managerial problem or matter to be resolved for which there is often no
clear or single solution.  While the goal, timing, requirements or results
desired is often describable, the method or way of reaching results may be
left to proponents to submit for comparative evaluation.  As a result, price
is not usually the primary factor for evaluation, although value and cost-
effectiveness will still be evaluated and will be required of the successful
proponent.

(ii) Sole Source Situations:

Sole Source shall mean entering into a commitment without the issuance
of a Request for Quotation (RFQ) or a Request for Proposal (RFP).  This
is applied only in cases where normal purchasing procedures are not
possible (i.e. emergencies, time constraints or where for economic reasons
it is not possible to follow accepted procedures).

(H) Proponents List:

This is a list of firms and individuals that have requested to be placed on an
appropriate Proponents List for consideration for projects of all values and to be
selected to provide submissions for consulting and professional services
assignments.  (Note: This is not the department requested “Pre-qualified”
Proponents List described in section 4.7 below).

See Appendix 1 of the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief
Administrative Officer the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer contained in
Administration Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1 for information on how a
Proponents List will be established.

(I) Qualified Proponents:

A Proponent means any legal entity submitting a proposal in response to a
Request issued by the City.  Qualified Proponents shall be defined as individuals
and firms demonstrating a proficiency in the application of professional and
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consulting services within their areas of expertise.  They should possess current
member status/accreditation in their appropriate governing professional body if
applicable.

(J) Pre-Qualified Proponents List(s):

This is a list of firms and individuals that, through an evaluative pre-qualification
process, have met the qualification criteria, have been placed on a Pre-Qualified
List, and may be selected for projects of all values to provide submissions. The
need for establishing a Pre-Qualified List(s) of individuals and firms is at the
discretion of the client department.  The list would include individuals and firms
who have demonstrated the necessary expertise to perform required assignments.

Pre-qualification for individuals and firms that have requested to be pre-qualified
and placed on an appropriate pre-qualified proponent’s list can be in accordance
with one of the following distinct processes:

(i) a pre-qualification process that occurs once every year by way of a public
advertisement by the PMMD for the purpose of creating a pre-qualified
proponents list or augmenting an existing pre-qualified proponents list.  In
addition, other proponents can request to be pre-qualified any time during
the year; and

(ii) a pre-qualification process that applies for an extended and defined period
of time, to not exceed two years.  During the defined period, no new
proponents will be added to the pre-qualified proponent’s list.  This
method of pre-qualification requires approval by the City of Toronto
Council.

Should the client department choose to pre-qualify proponents in either fashion,
the pre-qualification process must be in accordance with the Toronto Municipal
Code, Chapter 195, Purchasing, and in accordance with the policies and practices
of Purchasing and Materials Management Division (PMMD). Subsequent award
of contracts will be in accordance with section 7.1.

All requests to be included in a Pre-Qualified Proponents List(s) will be evaluated
using various criteria to be developed for areas including, (a) experience; (b)
technical ability; (c) financial capabilities; and (d) available resources.

See Appendix 2 of the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief
Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer contained in
Administration Report No. 11, Clause No. 1 for information on how a Pre-
Qualified Proponents List will be established and maintained.  Also see Appendix
3 for information on how a Pre-Qualified Proponents List will be used.
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(K) Pre-Qualification of Proponents (POP) and Request for Expressions of Interest
(REOI):

Pre-qualification is an important mechanism to screen and review proponents
interested in being considered for City consulting and professional service
assignments.  The City will use pre-weighted evaluative criteria to be developed
for evaluation areas such as prior experience, financial stability, and technical
information pertinent to known categories of projects that frequently arise.  Pre-
qualification helps the issuer define their project scope and streamlines the
process of issuing an RFQ or RFP at a later time.

One common method of pre-qualification is the issuance of a Request for
Expression of Interest (REOI).  This is often important as a stage preceding a
particular RFQ/RFP to assist the issuer in determining whether their project scope
is clear and reasonable and to establish a pre-qualification process short-listing the
proponents invited to respond to any subsequent RFP.

Pre-qualification of respondents will be based on pre-determined evaluation
criteria to be developed for evaluation areas such as, prior relevant experiences,
quality of work, financial stability and other areas of suitability for City
consulting projects.

(L) How to Retain Professional and Consulting Services:

Professional and consulting services are typically retained using either a Request
for Quotation or Request for Proposal according to the following methods:

(i) Without Pre-Qualification:

The issuance of a Request for Quotation or Request for Proposal will
usually be through newspaper/journal advertisements, use of the City
proponents list(s), and/or advertisement on the City’s Internet web site.
The process to establish a Proponents List(s) is described in Appendix 1 to
the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief Administrative Officer
and the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer contained in Administration
Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1.

(ii) With Pre-Qualification, the methods include:

(a) the regular pre-qualification process, that is: the issuance of a
Request for Expression of Interest (REOI) for the purpose of pre-
qualifying proponents on a specific project.  Issuance of a
subsequent RFQ or RFP will be only to those evaluated as meeting
the REOI qualifications, and Council approval is not required for
this pre-qualification process; or
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(b) the exception pre-qualification process, that is: the issuance of a
Request for Expression of Interest for the purpose of pre-
qualifying proponents for an extended period of time to not exceed
two years.  Issuance of a subsequent Request for Quotation or
Request for Proposal will be only to those evaluated as meeting the
REOI qualifications.  Council approval is required for this
pre-qualification process.  See Appendix 2 for the process to
establish and maintain a Council approved Pre-Qualified
Proponents List(s).

(iii) Sole-Source Procurement:

Sole-source procurement is discouraged, but is permitted under certain
circumstances and within the authorization limits delegated by the Chief
Administrative Officer.  The circumstances can include extreme urgency
and, economy or value in continuing prior work.  See Table 2 for the
CAO’s delegated authorities, including sole-source.

(M) Evaluation Team and Process:

An Evaluation Team shall be established for all projects.  It shall be comprised of
departmental staff member(s) with the relevant experience to evaluate
proponents’ submissions.  The size of the Evaluation Team shall be reflective of
the complexity and dollar value of the assignment.  Staff representatives from
Finance, Legal and CAO’s shall be included on the Evaluation Team where
appropriate, especially for complex or high profile projects and those having
corporate-wide implications.  The Purchasing and Materials Management
Division (PMMD) may be involved as a facilitator in the selection team at the
discretion of the Director, PMMD, or at the request of the department.

The Evaluation Team, in consultation with the PMMD, will be responsible for
evaluating all submissions whether solicited from pre-qualified or non-pre-
qualified methods as described in section 5.0.  This includes requests from firms
and individuals to be added to the consulting and professional services Pre-
qualified Proponents List(s), as well as all replies to Request for Expressions of
Interest documents/requests to be pre-qualified.  It also includes all Requests for
Quotation or Requests for Proposal submissions, and participation in making
recommendations for award.

(N) Evaluation Process:

All calls for RFQs and RFPs should have an evaluation process that is applied in a
fair manner to all respondents.  Mandatory criteria and procedures in the call
document are not to be deviated from in the evaluation process.  A term, condition
or requirement for evaluation not explicitly stated in the call document or addenda
cannot later be used to evaluate submissions, nor can any method of
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scoring/weighting contained in the call document be changed.  For these reasons,
it is critical that the development of the call document and its terms and
conditions, expected deliverables and process of evaluation, be carefully prepared.
Characteristics of a good evaluation process include, for example:

(i) clear specifications and evaluation criteria, terms and conditions;

(ii) evaluation team members additional to those who developed the proposal
call;

(iii) evaluation team members apprised of duties, for example: objectivity,
conflict of interest declarations, no preferential treatment,
confidentiality/copyrights;

(iv) a process that is, and is perceived as being, free of interference (could
include for example a Council determined prohibition on lobbying);

(v) evaluation processes at arms-length from the political process;

(vi) objective selection of the best value also most compatible with meeting all
specifications, criteria and requirements (more details below);

(vii) pre-prepared evaluation forms matching the mandatory criteria and other
requirements in the proposal document;

(viii) individual Evaluation Team member scoring/assessment before combining
and consolidating scores to select the front-runner(s); and

(ix) a justifiable process of fair and consistent treatment of all respondents.

With respect to establishing best value within an RFP, the evaluation criteria for
pricing must be a minimum of 25 percent of the available points.  Scores for the
cost criterion will be calculated as follows: (a) The lowest cost proposal will
receive 25 percent of the available points; and (b) The remaining proposals are
assigned points based on the following formula: (lowest priced proposal divided
by the price of the next lowest proposal multiplied by 25 percent).  The only
exception to this requirement is when the two-envelope system, that separates
technical and costing information as outlined in section 7.1(b) is utilized.  A client
department requiring special exemption from this requirement must obtain prior
Council approval.

The Departments must provide to PMMD a detailed summary of the evaluation
results, in order to permit fulfilment of complete due diligence practices.
Departments must also make available to PMMD upon request, all replies and
individual evaluation sheets from Evaluation Team members.  Departments are
responsible for retaining the detailed individual evaluation sheets for audit and
other purposes.
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(O) User Guide: Selection and Award by Project Value:

The information is found in summary form in Table 1 of the joint report (March
16, 2001 from the Chief Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer
and Treasurer contained in Administration Report No. 11, Clause No. 1).

(P) Selection and Award Procedures:

This section contains information on selecting and awarding contracts.  Different
steps are required according to the value category of a project, namely:

(i) Category 1: Where the cost does not exceed $50,000, inclusive of all
taxes; and

(ii) Category 2: Where the cost is in excess of $50,000, inclusive of all taxes.

(a) Category 1 – Where the cost does not exceed $50,000:

The appropriate department will prepare the necessary scope of
work, specific deliverables and evaluation criteria and weighting
(see Appendix 4 of the joint report (March 16, 2001 from the Chief
Administrative Officer and Treasurer and the Chief Financial
Officer and Treasurer contained in Administration Report No. 11,
Clause No. 1), together with a detailed work plan for their project
or task as required. The department will obtain competitive pricing
submissions from a minimum of three (3) proponents, where
possible from the City’s Proponents List or Pre-Qualified
Proponents List on a rotating basis, and in accordance with City
Policies and applicable legislation.

Once the submissions have been received and evaluated, and the
highest scoring proponent (for RFPs) or lowest bidder meeting the
specification (for RFQ’s) has been selected, the department will:

(1) if the cost is within set limits, issue the necessary
Departmental Purchase Order (DPO) to the current DPO
limit and all the proponents invited to submit must be
rotated to the bottom of the applicable category list for
future consideration; or

(2) for assignments in excess of the current DPO limit, the
department will forward to PMMD a summary of the bids
received, including the evaluation summary, together with
a purchase requisition.  PMMD will review the
information, ensure proper procedures have been followed,
and issue the necessary Purchase Order and all the
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proponents invited to submit must be rotated to the bottom
of the applicable category list for future consideration.

Where DPOs are used and the PMMD is not involved in the
process, the department(s) are accountable for compliance with the
policy and responsible for the retention of all documentation
relating to each transaction.  The possibility of splitting the total
cost of the assignment such that two or more DPOs are issued for
the same project work is strictly prohibited.  The use of DPOs is
delegated by the CAO and any abuse or lack of compliance by
department(s) could result in this authority being rescinded.

(b) Category 2 – Where the cost is in Excess of $50,000:

The appropriate department will prepare the necessary scope of
work, specific deliverables, and evaluation criteria and weighting
(see Appendix 4 of the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the
Chief Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer and
Treasurer contained in Administration Report No. 11, Clause No.
1), together with a detailed work plan for the project or task as
required, and forward this document and a purchase requisition to
the PMMD for processing.

PMMD, in consultation with the client department, will select all
the proponents from the City’s Proponents List or Pre-Qualified
Proponents List(s) and request a detailed submission from the
proponents. In addition, the opportunity will be advertised, where
required (i.e. no pre-qualified proponents list) in the appropriate
media (City’s web site, national newspaper, trade journal, etc).

Short-Listing of Pre-Qualification Proponents List:

For large and complex projects, the cost of preparing a submission
may be prohibitively high.  Where the Pre-Qualified Proponents
list(s) has in excess of ten potential proponents, the department, in
consultation with PMMD, may choose to have PMMD further
pre-qualify/short-list proponents.  The Expression of Interest
process would be used to invite responses.  All proponents scoring
75 percent or better on the REOI phase will be invited to provide
submissions through an RFQ/RFP process.

Using a Two-Envelope System:

In addition, for large and complex RFP projects, the client
department may also, at their sole discretion, choose to use a two-
envelope system selection process.  In this case a Request for
Proposals document is issued by the PMMD and the
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individuals/firms are directed to submit detailed written proposals
for the provision of the required services.  Under the two-envelope
system, each of the individuals/firms submit both a technical
proposal based on the RFPs specified Terms of Reference, as well
as a fee/cost proposal outlining the cost of the work assignment.
The fee proposal or “Cost of Services” portion of the proposal
must be submitted in a separate sealed envelope (i.e.,: separate
from the technical information portion of the proposal).

Proposals are received by the PMMD and are evaluated by the
Evaluation Team (See Appendix 5 of the joint report (March 16,
2001) from the Chief Administrative Officer and the Chief
Financial Officer and Treasurer contained in Administration
Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1).  If the selection process
is a two-stage, (i.e., Request for Expressions of Interest, followed
by a Request for Proposals) the Evaluation Team would normally
be comprised of the same staff who participated in the evaluation
of the REOI in order to ensure consistency.  The technical
proposals are evaluated, scored and ranked, without reference to
cost, based on specific, pre-determined technical criteria for
evaluation areas such as relevant firm experience, project team
qualifications/experience, personnel time allocation, understanding
of scope of work, methodology/thoroughness of approach, quality
and completeness of proposal submission, etc.  The “cost of
services” submission for a particular consulting firm is opened
only if the firm scored an average mark of 75 percent or better on
the technical component of the proposal.  If a firm scored below
the 75 percent threshold, the fee proposal envelope is returned
unopened.

For the short-listed firms (i.e., scored 75 percent or better on the
technical proposal), the fee proposal is then taken into account in
the overall evaluation process.  A “cost/point”, based on the total
costs shown in the fee proposal and the points awarded in the
technical evaluation, is calculated for each of the short-listed firms
as ranked.  The firms are then ranked with the firm having the
lowest cost/point being ranked first.  The assignment must be
awarded to the firm with the lowest cost/point, unless otherwise
approved by Council.  In the event of a tie in cost/point, the
contract will be awarded to the proponent with the higher technical
score component.

Once the proposals have been received and evaluated, and the
Evaluation Team has determined the highest scoring proponent
(for RFPs) or the lowest bidder meeting the specifications (for
RFQ’s), the necessary approvals for the award must be received as
per the Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 195, Purchasing.  Then,
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the PMMD will issue the Purchase Order and the department will
arrange for Legal Services to prepare and execute the contract as
required.

Architectural and Engineering Design Consultants:

Architectural and Engineering design consulting services should be
considered a special category of assignments given their often
complex, multi-stage, and high value characteristics.  In such
cases, the RFP method of soliciting consultants should be used,
preferably the two-envelope method system described above,
rather than competitive price proposals (RFQ’s or tenders).  In
addition, the negotiation of payment for projects using the
percentage of construction cost payment method shall use the Fee
Schedules of the associations as a guideline only.  The goal should
be to use a “service and fee control” approach.  This means that a
combination of payment methods (hourly-rate, fixed-price and
percentage of established construction costs) should be negotiated
for different stages of a project appropriate and applicable.

(Q) Delegation of Authority:

Notwithstanding the above categories describing the value of consulting and
professional services assignments, the Chief Administrative Officer, as per the
Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 71, Financial Control, Enacted by Council,
March 2, 2000 has delegated certain spending commitment authorities to the
department heads and other management staff under certain situations.  Authority
levels may be changed at the discretion of the CAO.  The delegated authority
levels are found in Table 2 to the joint report (March 16, 2001) from the Chief
Administrative Officer and the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer contained in
Administration Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1;

(2) Recommendation 1(P) above be amended, for the purpose of the retention of outside
legal expertise by the Legal Services Division, in accordance with the modifications
detailed in the report (June 29, 2001) from the City Solicitor, entitled, “Policy for the
Selection and Hiring of Professional and Consulting Services Modifications of Policy for
Retention of Outside Legal Expertise” contained in Administration Committee Report
No. 11, Clause No. 1;

(3) the Policy for the Selection and Hiring of Professional and Consulting Services be
amended to require the quarterly reporting by each Agency, Board and Commission or
Department of sole-sourced contracts by project category within the jurisdiction of each;
and that the preparation of these reports be supervised by staff in the Purchasing
Division;

(4) the Chief Administrative Officer be required to add to the Policy for the Selection and
Hiring of Professional and Consulting Services the following:
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“A justification analysis is required prior to the engagement of a consultant which
outlines in general terms the costs and benefits of using a consultant, including
reasons why the consulting study can not be conducted by internal staff, either in
whole or in part.”;

(5) the Chief Administrative Officer report to the Audit Committee by June 30, 2002 on
amendments to the policy as set out in Recommendation No. 1(D)(i) above, providing
specific parameters for the exclusions from consulting expenditures currently defined, for
example “certain repair work” and “certain computer systems development”;

(6) Council adopt the detailed implementation plan and timetable contained in the report
(November 16, 2001) from the Chief Administrative Officer, as amended by
Recommendation Nos. (2), (3) and (4) above;

(7) the Chief Administrative Officer in consultation with the Director of Purchasing and
Materials Management Division and the City Auditor develop a corporate business case
template with appropriate dollar thresholds to be used as justification for hiring
consultants by March 2002;

(8) the reporting date for recommendations arising from the purchasing review to be
conducted by the Chief Administrative Officer in consultation with the City Auditor be
September 2002;

(9) the Acting Chief Financial Officer and the Acting Treasurer develop a corporate financial
policy and procedures manual by September 2002;

(10) the Acting Executive Director of Information and Technology in consultation with the
City Auditor report to the Audit Committee by March 2002 on their review of Year 2000
and non-Year 2000 information technology service contracts that were awarded without
the involvement of the Purchasing Agent;

(11) the Chief Administrative Officer review the results of the implementation plan contained
in the joint report (November 16, 2001) from the Chief Administrative Officer in
consultation with the City Auditor and report the findings to the Administration
Committee by the end of 2002;

(12) the Commissioner of Corporate Services be requested to move rapidly to bring the
intellectual knowledge as contracted into the department within City staff realm as soon
as possible or before December 31, 2002, before re-issuance of the next extension or RFP
on Taxation and Water Billing Systems;

(13) effective 2001, annual consulting expenditures reported by departments and major City
agencies, boards and commissions exclude activities that are alternative service delivery
methods, and include only those activities that meet the definition and project categories
of consulting as defined in the report (March 15, 2001) from the Chief Administrative
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Officer, titled, “Use of Consultants and Expenditure Reductions Strategies” contained in
Administration Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1, and in the Policy on the
Selection and Hiring of Professional and Consulting Services;

(14) departments and the major Agencies, Boards and Commissions of the City be directed to
aim for a 10 percent reduction in their 2001 consulting expenditures against expenditures
in 2000, inclusive of any consulting cuts already identified for the 2001 annual budget
cycle underway, in order to contribute to a total corporate-wide reduction of 10 percent in
consulting expenditures;

(15) effective 2002, line items for “consulting” in capital or operating budgets not include
contracted-out/out-sourced activities, or fees and other similar payments as presented in
the report (March 15, 2001) from the Chief Administrative Officer, titled, “Use of
Consultants and Expenditure Reductions Strategies” contained in Administration
Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1, and in the Policy on the Selection and Hiring of
Professional and Consulting Services;

(16) in-year reporting on consulting expenditures in all six project categories be submitted by
departments and the major City agencies, boards and commissions on a semi-annual basis
to the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer to merge the information for a
corporate-wide overview of expenditures against the reduction goal, report the results to
the Policy and Finance Committee, and that this be forwarded the detailed information to
the Purchasing and Materials Management Division for analysis;

(17) all future reporting of consulting expenditures be based on actual expenditures incurred
and not on the value of contracts awarded unless specifically requested by Council.  In
order to ensure that such reporting is accurate, all consulting costs reported to Council be
reconciled to the City’s financial information system by each Department.  The Chief
Administrative Officer be required to communicate to senior staff the recommended
reporting requirement;

(18) the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer advise all departmental staff of the specific
reporting requirements for consulting expenditures.  In addition, the Chief Financial
Officer and Treasurer emphasize the importance of the need to accurately analyze all
consulting related invoices in order to ensure that such expenditures are recorded
accurately in the financial information system.  Departmental staff be required to review
such accounts on a regular basis and make appropriate and timely accounting
adjustments, where necessary;

(19) the Chief Administrative Officer report back on the dollar threshold above which
departments are required to prepare detailed business cases prior to the hiring of
consulting resources.  Consideration be given to the development of a formalized
template and/or checklist in order to assist staff in the development of a standard business
case.  The business case should be approved by each Commissioner and should be filed
in the department for future management review and subsequent audit;
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(20) the Chief Administrative Officer take immediate steps to ensure, effective on the date of
approval of these recommendations by City Council, that the engagement of all
consulting services is made in accordance with the City’s purchasing policies.
Consultants not be engaged until the appropriate approvals have been obtained and a duly
authorized purchase order is processed and recorded on the financial management
information system;

(21) the Chief Administrative Officer require the Commissioners to provide the appropriate
information on existing consulting contracts so that purchase orders can be processed by
the Purchasing Agent.  The Purchasing Agent take the necessary steps to record such
purchase orders on the financial information system.  Any payments processed in excess
of original contract amounts be identified and explanations obtained for such
occurrences.  The need to process such purchase orders in the future will not be required
if proper procedures are followed;

(22) the Chief Administrative Officer advise all Commissioners that in making sole source
procurement decisions, clear justification, target completion date of the project, duration
of the consulting engagement, and estimated contract value be documented, properly
authorized, and, as required by City policy, be submitted to the Chief Administrative
Officer, and to the Purchasing Agent for issuance of a purchase order or contract.  Where
the justification does not meet the City criteria for sole sourcing such contracts be subject
to a competitive tender process in accordance with the City’s purchasing policies;

(23) the Commissioners take the necessary action to ensure that staff assigned to project
management duties, especially where consultants are hired, have an appropriate
combination of training and experience in project management and knowledge in the
subject of the assignment, especially in the areas of developing clear and measurable
deliverables, milestones, and performance evaluation criteria;

(24) the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer advise staff that requests for proposal
documents will not contain information relating to the actual project budget;

(25) the Commissioners be required to re-evaluate the administrative internal controls in their
departments and give consideration to including an internal audit function in order to
ensure that invoices submitted by consultants are reviewed for reasonableness, proper
supporting documentation and verified to the terms of the contract prior to authorization
for payment.  The review should also ensure that individuals approving invoices are in a
position to assess whether the service has been rendered.  Council revise its contracted
services agreements to clearly state that all incidental expenditures i.e., out of pocket are
included in the total contract award price;

(26) the Commissioners take the necessary steps to ensure that:

(a) measurable standards and acceptance criteria are included in contracts executed
with  consultants;
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(b) regular, properly documented, meetings are held with consultants to ensure that
the consultant is meeting contractual obligations and performing as required; and

(c) upon completion of a project, the consultant’s performance is documented and
made available for review to relevant City staff, including the Purchasing Agent,
when considering consultants for new projects;

(27) the Chief Administrative Officer, in consultation with the City’s Commissioners, identify
areas where departments have skill shortages or insufficient staff resulting in the
consistent and extensive long-term use of consultants and:

(a) present the appropriate business cases justifying meeting long-term operational
demands by increasing staffing levels, such increases to be financed by the
transfer of funds from consulting budgets to salaries and wages budgets;

(b) where possible, ensure sufficient City staff are trained in skills required frequently
and on a long-term basis, thus reducing the City’s reliance on consultants to
perform such duties; and

(c) ensure that the continuous operation of critical management information systems
is not dependant upon a single individual consultant;

(d) all contracts of Critical Management Information System where a single
individual consultant is the only supplier of services necessary, be reported to
Standing Committees outlining the risk to the City for approval of any such
award;

(28) the Chief Administrative Officer communicate to and remind each Commissioner of the
policy relating to the hiring of former employees, either directly or indirectly, as
consultants for a specified period of time after they participated in the employee
separation program of the City;

(29) the Chief Administrative Officer review the practice whereby individual consultants are
required to contract with consulting firms for providing their services to the City rather
than being engaged directly as individuals;

(30) in view of the fact that the recommendations contained in the report (June 28, 2001) from
the City Auditor, titled, “Selection and Hiring of Professional and Consulting Services
Review”, contained in Administration Committee Report No. 11, Clause No. 1, may be
relevant to the City’s Agencies, Boards and Commissions, the General Manager of each
of these entities be required to report to their respective Boards by June 30, 2002, on such
recommendations and their applicability in relation to their operations.  In addition, the
respective Boards be requested to forward such reports to the City Audit Committee;

(31) the Chief Administrative Officer be required to add to the Policy for the Selection and
Hiring of Professional Consulting Services specific details relating to the consequences
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of non-compliance with the policy, such additions to be submitted to the Administration
Committee by June 30, 2002;

(32) each Commissioner report to the appropriate Standing Committee for review, a detailed
report of all existing consultant contracts within their departments, such reports to
provide details on budgeted funds, expended funds, expected completion date and
performance to date;

(33) (a) the Acting Chief Administrative Officer be requested to report to Council every
six months on the use of consultants by the City and its ABCs; and

(b) all Commissioners be requested to report to their appropriate Standing Committee
on re-hiring of employees severed with a separation package and providing details
on the authorization and approval process followed;

(34) the City Auditor, in consultation with the City Solicitor, report to the Audit Committee on
any possibility of recovering funds paid to consultants where payments were made
without invoices or proper receipts or contractual agreement;

(35) City-wide consulting expenditure for the year 2001 be established five percent below the
2000 gross level, resulting in a 28 percent reduction from 1999;

(36) the Acting Chief Financial Officer and Acting Treasurer report to the Administration
Committee on 2001 consulting costs in the Operating Budgets of departments and major
Agencies, Boards and Commissions, upon completion of the transfer of recorded costs to
new cost element categories recommended by the Chief Administrative Officer;

(37) the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer and the City Auditor, in consultation with the
CAO, develop an appropriate review and approval process to justify the use of
consultants, as well as to document consulting project results including matters respecting
value for money;

(38) Commissioners be requested to submit a report to the Audit Committee on the non P.O.
voucher process and ways and means of implementing stronger controls or discontinuing
payment of these vouchers;

(39) for all consulting contracts in excess of $50,000, the Acting Chief Financial Officer
submit a report to the appropriate Standing Committees on the total funds expended in
relation to such contracts, such report to include a comparison of the funds specifically
budgeted for each contract and the final cost of each to the City of Toronto; and contracts
that exceed the amount that was originally approved be brought back to the relevant
Committee for approval;

(40) the Chief Administrative Officer, in her further report on this matter to Council, clearly
delineate those departments where there may be staff deficiencies, their structures and the
skill sets required for employees needed in those departments;
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(41) the Chief Administrative Officer publish a succinct document that outlines the City’s
policies in relation to the hiring of consultants and the accounting and reporting processes
to be followed;

(42) should the City Auditor not be able to provide information satisfactory to the Audit
Committee and the Administration Committee in his report, the Province of Ontario, or
any other appropriate body, be requested to conduct an enquiry on the use of consultants
within the City of Toronto; and

(43) the appropriate City Officials be authorized and directed to take the necessary action to
give effect thereto.”
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